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The structure of p(v l u), the probability that sequence v is re- 
ceived if sequence u is transmitted, is investigated for Shannon's 
finite-state communication channel model. In general, such channels 
have infinite memory; nevertheless (Theorems 1 and 2) for any 
channel with c states 
p(vv' i ~u') = ~ a~(v l ~) p(v,v' [ u~u') (*) 
i - -1  
where r ~ c and ul , vl , al are functions only of p (v" [ u') for all u" 
and v" of length -<_2c - 1. Using (*) reeursively, the probability 
p(v I u) for sequences u and v of arbitrary length can be calculated 
(Theorem 3) using only the values of p for sequences of length 2c - 1 
(the actual channel input-output-state transition law is assumed to be 
entirely unknown). Such results place in evidence some of the con- 
straints imposed upon externally observable behavior (when only 
finitely many internal states are permitted) and suggest conse- 
quences relevant o channel identification problems. In particular 
(Theorem 5), for channels atisfying c = r in (*), every distinct in- 
ternal structural representation can be obtained from the numbers 
a~(viy ] uix) (for all i, j and all input-output symbol pairs (x, y)). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A finite-state communicat ion channel, as introduced by Shannon 
(1948), is defined through the specification of finite sets X, Y, and S 
(whose elements are input  symbols, output  symbo]s, and states, re- 
spectively), and a conditional probabi l i ty function 
Prob (y, s' ] s, x) .  
The latter is to be interpreted as the probabil ity, when the channel is in 
state s and input  syrnbol x is transmitted,  that  output  symbol y will be 
received and the channel will be left in state s'. The channel capacity 
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for such a model, or its equivalent, has been discussed recently by various 
authors; e.g., Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian (1958), Wolfowitz 
(1961), and Blackwell (1961). 
If M is a channel with c states, for notational convenience we identify 
S with the set of integers 1, 2, . . .  , c, and for each pair (x, y) of input 
and output symbols we introduce the c × c matrix M(y lx  ) whose i j  
element is 
mij(y ] x) = Prob(y, j I i, x). 
If the channel M is initially in state k with probability ~r~ (i.e., if ~rk, 
k = 1, 2, - . .  , c, is the initial probability distribution on the states), 
and if a sequence 
% "~- XtX2  " ' "  Xn  
is transmitted, then the received sequence 
v = ylY2 "'" y~ 
has the probability distribution 
p(v l u) = p~M(v lu  ) : ~rM(vIu)e, (1) 
where r is the c-component row vector whose kth component is 7r~, e is 
the c-component column vector with all components equal to 1, and 
M(v I u) is the c X c matrix defined by 
M(v 1 u) = M(y l  t xl)M(y2 I x=) . "  M(y~ f x~). 
In what follows, input and output alphabets X and Y are not men- 
tioned explicitly, since they are assumed to be fixed for all channels 
under consideration. The letters u and v always denote finite sequences 
of input and output symbols respectively; uu' means the sequence u
followed by u', and I u I is the length of u, so that, for example, / yv [ = 
1 ~- Iv [. When both u- and v-sequences appear in the same context 
(with identical superscripts or subscripts if needed), it is implied that 
I u I = I v [. It  is convenient to extend the definition of "finite sequence" 
to admit the empty sequence ¢ containing no symbols (having zero 
length) ; we let M(¢ ] 4) be the identity matrix, so that (1) holds for 
U= ~)=¢.  
By analogy with the nomenclature of deterministic system theory, it 
is reasonable to refer to p~M(y I U) as the input-output relation for the 
stochastic system (M, ~r). In general, any function p(v / u) defined for 
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all (u, v), subject only to the obvious restrictions 
p(v l u) >= o, 
P(¢ I¢) = 1, 
[ u) = p( y f ux), 
y 
will be called an input-output relation. Such a function can be regarded as 
the probability law of a completely arbitrary (not necessarily finite- 
state) discrete channel with finite input and output alphabets. An input- 
output relation p is of finite-state type if there is some finite-state channel 
M and initial distribution ~for which p and p~ are identical; if a finite- 
state representation (M, r) with c states can be found, we say that p 
requires at most c states. 
If p is any input-output relation, its initial segment of length n, de- 
noted by /P}~, is that part of p which pertains only to sequences of 
length no greater than n: 
{p}~ = [p(v I u) :all u and v of length =< n} 
(note that "length =< n" can be replaced by "length = n").  Any input- 
output relation which has a specified initial segment is called a completion 
of that segment. It  is clear that in general there may be many comple- 
tions of a given segment; i.e., there may be many different input-output 
relations having identical characteristics for some initial time period. 
However, if p is an input-output relation of finite-state type, then/P},~ 
has one and only one completion (i.e., p itself), provided that (n + 1)/2 
is at least as large as the number of states required for some finite-state 
representation of p; this is an immediate consequence of stochastic 
generalizations (Carlyle, 1963) of Moore's basic theorems (1956) on 
equivalence of (deterministic) finite-state sequential machines. This 
result implies that there is a rule whereby, using only the information 
contained in an initial segment of appropriate l ngth, one can calculate 
the entire input-output relation for a finite-state channel M with an 
associated initial distribution ~r. Note that, except for an upper bound on 
the number of states, no information is assumed to be available on the 
internal structure (M, ~); the rule of calculation must determine 
probabilities p(v lu  ) of "long" sequences olely from probabilities of 
certain "short" sequences, even though finite-state systems may in 
general exhibit infinite memory. The construction of such a rule there- 
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fore serves to display the nature of the basic structural restrictions im- 
posed on external behavior (i.e., on input-output relations) when only 
finitely many internal states are permitted; this information can be ex- 
pected to be pertinent in a system identification or "synthesis" context 
(see Section I I I ) .  A recurrence relation which can be used to carry out 
these external calculations i developed in Section II. The basic charac- 
teristics of the recurrence relation and many details of its derivation are 
extensions and adaptations of those given by Blackwell and Koopmans 
(1957) and Gilbert (1959), in their study of functions of stationary 
finite-state Markov chains (such processes can be regarded as the output 
sequences generated by certain finite-state sources or autonomous 
stochastic sequential machines). 
II. THE BASIC RECURRENCE RELATION 
If M is a c-state channel and ~ is an initial distribution for M, we see 
from (1) that 
p(vv' l uu') = g(v ] u )h ( J  l u'), (2) 
where g(v [u) -- ~M(v l u) and h(v l u) = M(v l u)e. (The kth com- 
ponent of the c-component row vector g(v lu )  is the probability that 
sequence v will be received and the terminal state will be k, given that 
sequence u is transmitted when the initial distribution on states is v; the 
kth component of the c-component column vector h(v ]u) is pk~(v I u), 
the probability that sequence v will be received if sequence u is trans- 
mitted when the initial state is k.) Therefore, if 
(u l ,  ,1), (u~., v2), - . .  , (u~,  ,~), 
(ul ' ,  vl '),  (u2', v2'), . - -  , (u~', v~'), 
is any collection of 2n pairs of sequences, we have 
P = GH, (3) 
where P, G, and H are n X n, n X c, and c X n matrices respectively. 
with 
ij element of P --- p(v~vj I u~uj),  
ith row of G = g(v~ ] ui), 
j th column of H = h(vj' I u j ) .  
From (3), we see that the rank of the n X n matrix P cannot exceed c, 
so that if n is sufficiently large (in particular, if n _-> c) the determinant 
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of P vanishes, no matter what collection of pairs of sequences i con- 
sidered; this establishes a relationship among the numbers p(vx j  I uiujt) • 
Our objective is to show that in this way, probabilities of "long" se- 
quences can be expressed in terms of probabilities of "short" sequences. 
Given an arbitrary input-output relation P, one can construct square 
matrices of the form 
P = (p(v~v/[u~u/))  
(of course in general P may not be decomposable into factors as in (3)).  
Such matrices will be called compound sequence matrices; their deter- 
minants, compound sequence determinants. The rank r(p ) of any input- 
output relation p is defined to be the maximum among the ranks of all 
compound sequence matrices which can be formed from p, or -? ~ if no 
such maximum exists. Thus if p is an input-output relation of finite rank 
r, we have r = n -- 1, where n is the smallest integer for which all com- 
pound sequence determinants of order n vanish. It  is easily seen that the 
input-output relations of rank 1 coincide with those having zero memory, 
namely those for which 
p(vv' [ ~u') = p(v l u )p(~' lu ' )  
for all sequences, and any such input-output relation has a trivial one- 
state machine representation. 5~ore generally, according to the remarks 
following (3), the rank of any input-output relation p of finite-state 
type cannot exceed the smallest number c for which there is a c-state 
channel representation for p. These facts suggest hat r(p) might be 
interpreted as an externally computable measure of the essential in- 
ternal complexity of any system whose input-output relation is p; 
however, in Section I I I  we shall see that such an interpretation is not 
generally valid if "complexity" is always equated to "number of states." 
Let p be any input-output relation having finite rank r. Then every 
compound sequence determinant of order r + 1 vanishes; in particular, 
for all (u, v) and (u', v'), 
p(vl v' [ ul u') 
p ( '~ ' I u~ u' ) 
P : = 0, (4) 
p(vvl' l uul') . . .  p(vv~' [uu/)  p(vv' l uu') 
where P = (p(vivj l u iu j ) )  is any r X r compound sequence matrix. 
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Expanding (4) about the last column, 
p(vv'luu')(det P) + ~ ( -1 )  ~+1+~ (det P i )p (vx ' lu J )  = 0 (5) 
where P~ is the r X r compound sequence matrix obtained from P by 
replacing (u~, v~) with (u, v). Alternatively, expanding (4) about the 
last row, 
p(vv']uu')(det P) + ~ ( -1 )  ~+l+j (det PJ)p(vv/[uu/) = 0 (6) 
j= l  
where PJ is the r X r compound sequence matrix obtained from P by 
replacing (uj', v/) with (u ~, v'). If P is selected to have nonvanishing 
determinant (such a choice is always possible according to the definition 
of r), then (5) (or (6)) can be solved for p(vv' I uu'), leading to 
THEOREM 1. Let p be an input-output relation having finite rank r, and 
let P be any r X r nonsingular compound sequence matrix formed from 
If the pairs of sequences defining P are denoted by 
(U l  , v~),  . . .  , (u r  , v r ) ,  
(u~', v~'), . . .  , (u~', C ) ,  
then, for arbitrary (u, v) and (u', v'), 
p(vv' l uu') = ~ a~(v [u)p(vJ l u J ) ,  (7) 
i= l  
where the numerical coe~cients ai(v [ u) are uniquely determined as func- 
tions only of the elements of the matrix P and the probabilities p(vvs' I uus'). 
Let 
/~1 = max I v~ I ; k2 = max I vs' I . (8) 
i S 
The entire input-output relation p can be calculated from its initial segment 
of length ]el -+- ]~2 ~- 1 by using (7) recursively with respect to I vJ I • 
PROOF: Equation (7) follows directly from (5) since P is nonsingular. 
The method of calculation of the coefficients a~(v I u) can be restated in 
the present notation as follows. In (7), fix any (u, v) and let 
(u', v') -- (us', vj') for j = 1, 2, .-- , r, 
to obtain a set of r linear equations in the r unknowns a~(v I u). The 
matrix of this set of equations is P, which is nonsingular, so there is a 
unique solution. 
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To prove the second assertion, observe that the initial segment having 
length kl ÷ k2 + k~ (where k~ is an arbitrary integer) provides, in par- 
ticular, all probabilities of the forms 
p(v~v/ l u~uj) , (9) 
p(vv j luu j ) : ]  v I < kl + k3, (10) 
p(v j  [ u J ) : f  I --< k2 + (11) 
From the collections of quantities (9) and (10), one can calculate the 
coefficients a~(v I u) for any u and v having length no larger than k~ -~ k~. 
These coefficients, together with the quantities (11), can be used in (7) 
for the calculation of all probabilities 
p(w' f w' I < + + (k2 + 
But this is precisely the initial segment of length k~ ~- ks ~- 2k3. There- 
fore the procedure can be repeated to obtain the initial segment of 
length/~1 + /~ ~- 4k3, and continuing in this fashion, the entire input- 
output relation can be generated, provided only that k3 _-> 1, which 
completes the proof. 
Theorem 1 is of little significance unless it can be shown that attention 
can be restricted to those sets of defining sequences for which ]~ and/~ 
are bounded above by independently calculable numbers, for otherwise 
the entire input-output relation would be employed in the search for a 
compound sequence matrix of maximal rank, and the conclusions of 
Theorem 1 would be true but vacuous. Theorem 2 below establishes that 
for input-output relations of finite-state type requiring at most c states, 
/~1 and k2 need be no larger than c - 1. Actually k~ and k2 need be no 
larger than r - 1 for any input-output relation of rank r, but it is con- 
venient o place the proof of this more general fact in Section III. 
THEOREI~[ 2. Let M be a c-state channel, let ~ be an initial distribution 
for M, and let the rank of p M be r (therefore r <= c). Then there exists an 
r X r nonsingular compound sequence matrix constructed from p M whose 
defining sequences atisfy 
max I v~ ] _-< c - 1, max I v l l  =< c - 1. (12) 
i j 
PROOF: Referring to (2), let K be the linear subspace (of c-dimen- 
sionM space) spanned by the collection of c-component-(row) vectors 
g(v ]u) for all (u, v), and let L be the subspace spanned by the c-corn- 
ponent (column) vector h@ I u) for all (u, v). Let the dimensions of K 
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and L be k and l, respectively, and let the collections of vectors 
g(vo~ l Uo~):i = 1, 2, . . .  , k, (13) 
h(v~jl u~j): j  = 1, 2, . . .  , l (14) 
be selected to form bases for K and L respectively. Let Go be the matrix 
whose rows are (13), let H0 be the matrix whose columns are (14), and 
write GoHo = Po. In general, k may not be equal to l, so Po need not be 
square, but its elements are interpreted just as in (3). Now if P is any 
compound sequence matrix formed from p M, we have P = GH as in 
(3); according to the definitions of K and L, there are matrices C and 
D satisfying G = CGo and H = HoD, so that P = CPoD. Since P can be 
chosen to have rank r, we conclude that the rank of P0 cannot be less 
than r. On the other hand, every square submatrix of P0 is a compound 
sequence matrix, so the rank of Po cannot exceed r. Thus P0 has rank r, 
and any one of its r X r nonsingular submatrices will serve to establish 
the theorem, provided that the sequences in (13) and (14) can be 
chosen to satisfy (12). In demonstrating that such a choice is always 
possible, it is convenient to introduce, for each integer n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , 
the linear spaces K~ and L~ spanned respectively by the vectors g(v I u) 
and h(v [ u) for all I v ] =< n. Evidently K~ c K~+I for n = 0, 1, .. • , so 
that the dimension of K~ is nondecreasing in n. In fact, the dimension of 
K .  increases trictly with n until Ks = K; to establish this, it is suffi- 
cient to show that if K.+I = K~ and I v [ = n + 1, then any vector of the 
form g(vy[ux)  lies in K~+I, but this follows immediately from the 
general identity 
g(vy lux)  ~- g(v [u )M(y lx )  , (15) 
and the fact that g(v I u) lies in K~ by hypothesis. Since Ko is one-dimen- 
sional and the dimension of K cannot exceed c, we conclude that the se- 
quences Uo~ and v01 in (13) can always be chosen to have lengths no 
! ] 
greater than c -- 1. The same holds for u0j and v0j in (14), since the 
identity 
h(yv ]xu) -= M(y lx )h(v Iu )  (16) 
shows that the dimension of L~ increases with n until L~ = L. 
The spaces L~ introduced in the above proof of Theorem 2 are useful 
in investigating questions of equivalence and simplification of finite- 
state channels (Carlyle, 1963); note that L.  depends on the structure 
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of the channel M, but is independent of the initial distribution r. On 
the other hand, the spaces K~ depend on both M and ~r, and can be 
interpreted as follows. Let the c-component row vector 7r*(u, v) be the 
terminal distribution on states, based upon reception of v through chan- 
nel M when the initial distribution is 7r and u is transmitted; ~r*(u, v) is 
defined through 
g(~lu) (g(vru)e)~*(u,~) (17) 
whenever g(v l u)e(= p~(v l u)) is positive (i.e., whenever g(v l u) is 
not the zero vector). Therefore the space K,~ is identical to the space 
spanned by all terminal distributions which can result from trans- 
mission and reception of n symbols when the initial distribution is ~r. 
The general procedure for determination of any input-output relation 
of finite rank from its initial segment, as outlined in Theorem 1, can be 
put into a convenient matrix form in the following manner. From (7), 
we obtain 
p(~'~ '  I ~uu ~j ) = ,..., a~(~ I u~)p(~J~/  I ~u  ~ ), 
k=l  
or  
P(vJ  l uu') = A(v ] u)P(v' l u'), (18) 
where P(v ]u) and A(v ]u) are the r X r matrices whose elements are 
p(vivv/[ uiuu/) and aj(viv I u~z) respectively, with P(¢ I¢) = P and 
A (q~/¢) = [ (the identity matrix). In particular, (18) shows that 
P(v l u ) = A(v l u)P. (19) 
Using (19) on both sides of (18) and cancelling the common (non- 
singular) factor P in the result, we see that 
A(vv' l uu' ) = A(v l u)A(v' I u'). (20) 
According to (20), any matrix A(v l u) can be obtained by repeated 
multiplication of factors of the form A(y lx) ;  the latter matrices are 
calculated from 
A(y x) = P (y lx )P  -1. (21) 
If P = (p(viv/I uiu/)) in Theorem 1 is constructed with 
' ' (22)  Ul  ~ Y l  ~ 71"1 ~ Vl ~ ~-~, 
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the probability p(v lu  ) becomes the (1, 1)/element of the matrix 
P(v[u) ,  and calculation of probabilities p(v lu  ) of "long" sequences 
is then equivalent to calculation of the corresponding matrices P(v l u), 
which can proceed in recursive fashion using (21), (20), and (19). The 
convenient choice (22) can always be made. Indeed, let P be any r X r 
nonsingular compound sequence matrix, and apply (5) with u = v = 
u' = f = ¢; then the first term of (5) is 1. (det P) ~ 0, so that for some 
i, P~ must be nonsingular. Replacing P with this P~ in (6), and again 
setting u = v = u' = v' = ~, we conclude that for som e j, (P~)J must 
be nonsingular. But (P~)J is obtained from P by replacing (ui,  v~) and 
(u j ,  v j )  with (~, ~); a reordering of rows and columns of (Pi) j thus 
produces an r X r nonsingular compound sequence matrix with property 
(22). 
To summarize, Theorem 1 and the preceding discussion can be com- 
bined with Theorem 2, for input-output relations of finite-state type, 
to yield 
THEORE~ 3. I f  p is any input-output relation of finite-state type which 
is known to require no more than c states, and if its initial segment of 
length 2c - 1 is given, then the remainder of p is determined uniquely; a 
specific rule of calculation can be described as follows. 
(i) Evaluate the compound sequence determinants of order <-_c whose 
defining sequences are all of length <_ c - 1 (evidently this utilizes only in- 
formation contained in the initial segment of length 2(c - 1)). 
(ii) From those c.s.d.'s in (i) which are nonvanishing, choose any one 
having maximal order and such that its defining sequences satisfy (22); 
let its matrix be denoted by P. 
(iii) Calculate the matrices A (y ] x ) , using (21) (note that the elements 
of the matrices P (y  [ x) are provided by the initial segment of length 
2(c -  1) + 1 = 2c -  1). 
(iv) For any (u, v), the probability p(v ] u) is the (1,1)-element of the 
matrix P(v l u), and this matrix can be calculated, with the aid of (20) 
and (19), using only the matrix P and the matrices A (y I x) found in ( iii). 
Note that if expansion (6) is used rather than (5), the rules of calcu- 
lation in Theorem 3 can be stated in terms of an alternate set of matrices 
B(vlu): 
P(v lu )  = PB(v [u), B(y[x )  = P -1P(y [x ) ;  
(23) 
B(vv' I uu') = B(v l u)~(v'  t u'). 
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III. REMARKS ON CHANNEL REALIZATIONS 
It might be supposed that the specific rule of calculation given in 
Theorem 3 could be developed further to yield not merely a method for 
completing the initial segment of p, but in addition a procedure for de- 
termining finite-state channel representations for p. This problem has 
not been solved, but one possible approach, again based upon the work 
of Gilbert (1959), will be outlined here. 
THEOREM 4. Let p be an arbitrary input-output relation of finite rank r, 
let P be an r X r nonsingular compound sequence matrix formed from p and 
satisfying (22), and let the r X r matrices A(y  [ x) be determined as in 
(21). Let Q be any r X r nonsingular matrix such that (i) the row sums of 
Q coincide with the first column of P and (ii) the first row of Q has non- 
negative lements. Define 
M ' (y lx )  = Q- IA(y lx)Q,  (24) 
! 
~r = first row of Q. (25) 
Then ( M p, 7r ) is an r-state pseudo-finite-state channel representation for 
p, in the sense that (as in (1)) 
p(v t u) = [u)e (26) 
where 7r  is (by construction) a probability distribution on r points, but the 
matrix elements m~j(y [x) need not be nonnegative and hence cannot be 
interpreted as probabilities, even though for each x, the "state transition" 
matrix 
M'(x) = M'(y lx)  (27) 
Y 
has unity row sums as required in the speci~eation f a finite-state channel. 
PROOF: First observe that nonsingu]ar matrices Q satisfying require- 
ments (i) and (ii) are readily constructed; one need only choose a proba- 
bility distribution for the first row and then adjoin r - 1 rows, with the 
prescribed row sums, in such a way that all r rows are linearly inde- 
pendent. From (24) we see that 
M'(v lu )  = Q-1A(v t u)Q. (28) 
Using (20), (22), and (28), the chain of equalities 
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~'M'(v I u)e = ~r'Q-~A(v ] u)Qe 
-- (1 0 .- .  0) A(v I u) (first column of P) 
= (1 0 .- .  0) (first column ofP(v]u) )  
= p(vlvv:']uluu/) = p(v lu  ) 
establishes (26), and (27) follows from 
M'(x)e = ~ Q-1A(ylx)Qe 
y 
= Q-1 ~ (first column of P(y [x)) 
y 
= Q-I (first column of P) = c. 
Theorem 4 suggests investigation of the hypothesis that every input- 
output relation of finite rank is of finite-state type; i.e., that if p is any 
input-output relation of finite rank, at least one of the pseudo-finite- 
state representations of p has all m~j(y Ix) nonnegative. This assertion 
is false; to produce a channel counterexamp]e, one can adapt he methods 
of Dharmadhikari (1963), who has constructed a discrete-time sto- 
chastic process (whose random variables can assume only finitely many 
values) with distributions atisfying a condition equivalent to the ap- 
propriate special case of our finite rank criterion, but such that no repre- 
sentation as a function of a finite-state Markov chain is possible. In 
view of such counterexamples, one might consider the more limited 
proposition that every input-output relation p of finite-state type has a 
true r-state channel representation, if r is the rank of p (recall that r 
cannot exceed the number of states in any representation). This is also 
false; an examination of the proof of Theorem 2 will suggest procedures 
for constructing simple counterexamples involving (if desired) deter- 
ministic channels, which can even be chosen to be strongly connected 
and in reduced form, using the terminology (5/[oore, 1956) of sequential 
machine theory. There remains, however, the obvious 
T~EOnE~ 5. Let p be an input-output relation of finite-state type with 
rank r, and suppose it is known that p is of full rank; i.e., that p possesses 
an r-state channel representation. Then all such representations can be ob- 
tained from Theorem 4, using those matrices Q for which Q-1A(y I x)Q has 
nonnegative elements for every (x, y). 
PROOF: If (M, ~) is any r-state representation, then P(y]x)  = 
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GM(y ] x)H, where G and H are constructed as in (3), so that M(y I x) 
can be obtained from (28) if we choose Q = G. 
Appropriate subjects for further investigation are (i) eharacteriza- 
tions, in terms of easily interpreted structm-al parameters, of some large 
classes of finite-state channels giving rise to input-output relations of 
full rank, and (ii) possible modifications of the procedures of Theorem 3
to yield a replacement for Theorem 5when p is not of full rank. It shou]d 
be emphasized that the implied objective here is not "synthesis" in any 
practical sense, but instead a general investigation of the relationships 
between internal and external structural constraints in discrete sto- 
ehastie systems; such relationships should be of value in solving system 
identification problems. 
Finally, we note that Theorem 3 of Section II holds for arbitrary 
input-output relations of finite rank r, provided that c is replaced by r; 
this is an immediate consequence of the existence of an r-state pseudo- 
finite-state channel representation as given in Theorem 4, since it is 
clear that relationships such as (2), (3), (15), and (16) are valid for 
pseudofinite-state systems (M t, ~'), and that the calculations in the 
proof of Theorem 2 can be carried out for such systems. 
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